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Abstract—DNN fault tolerance is known to vary depending
on per-model and per-layer characteristics, and system archi-
tects can exploit these variations to improve energy and space
efficiency [3], [5], [7], [9], [10]. In this work, we demonstrate
that the data encoding format of weight values impacts DNN
fault tolerance by up to 10x, and we quantify the substantial
variation in fault tolerance across DNNs trained to convergence
with identical training hyperparameters. This variation may be
reduced with alternative weight encodings. Both results have
impacts on making robust design decisions to maintain model
accuracy. These studies are enabled by an updated open-source
fault injection framework for DNNs designed to quantify the
impact of faults on both weight and activation values in both
training and inference.

Index Terms—machine learning, deep learning, approximate
computing, codesign

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are deployed on a variety of
different hardware platforms, such as datacenters, mobile, and
edge clients [1], [2]. In addition to varying performance and
energy capabilities, frequency and type of hardware errors are
important characteristic of these platforms. In particular, hard-
ware systems and applications are provisioned to run within
strict fault tolerance bounds in order to ensure reliable execu-
tion and efficiency. However, relaxing these constraints may
enable increased performance, energy, and area efficiency, and
previous work has demonstrated that DNN applications may
maintain accuracy under relaxed bounds [3], [5], [8]. Thus,
characterizing and optimizing the fault tolerance capabilities
of DNN applications can enable significant improvements in
performance, energy, and area efficiency.

DNNs can tolerate orders of magnitude higher bit error rates
(BERs) than traditional CPU workloads [3]–[5], and tools have
been developed to simulate DNN faults in software [3], [4],
[6]. This fault tolerance can be exploited to trade off individual
errors during DNN inferences for performance, area, and
energy efficiency without sacrificing overall DNN accuracy.
For example, recent work has proposed exploiting DNN fault
characteristics for lossy algorithmic compression [7]–[10],
embedded non-volatile memory storage [11], and hardware
acceleration [5], [12], [13]. Unfortunately, the fault tolerance
of both weights and activations is model and layer specific [3],
[16], and architects must design for worst-case performance,
implying tight bounds on model variability can enable better
tuned designs.

This work improves DNN reliability by co-designing
datatype encodings for model parameters with hardware fault
tolerance. We build upon related work [3], [14] to evaluate
fixed-point representations for model parameters. We find
that changing data encoding from two’s complement to sign-
magnitude effectively mitigates the impact of sign bit errors,
allowing DNNs to maintain baseline accuracy at higher bit
error rates. Additionally, we find that instances of the same
model topology with identical hyperparameters and training,
differing only in random seed, may have significant variation
in fault tolerance.

In this paper, we make the following observations:
1) Compared to traditional two’s complement representa-

tion, sign-magnitude encoding improves fault tolerance
by up to 10x, nearly matching the impact of oracle
protection of the sign bit.

2) There is significant fault tolerance variation between
identical training runs. For example, instances of CNN-
based models (i.e., VGG) vary in fault tolerance by up
to 5x. If a model is retrained and redeployed, such as
in a self-driving car, assuming consistent fault tolerance
may be an inaccurate and even dangerous assumption.

3) Compared to traditional two’s complement, sign-
magnitude encodings suffer from up to 4x less variability
in fault tolerance across identical training runs of the
same model.

We develop and use an updated version of Ares [3] built
with PyTorch [15], which enables native CPU and GPU
injections of bitwise weight faults across multiple weight
encodings. The updated framework is released as an open-
source tool with additional models, support for activation
and training injections, and increased customizability for fault
model and datatype, as detailed in Table I.

II. ARES ENABLES STUDYING DNN FAULT INJECTION

DNN inference fault tolerance is determined by a variety
of factors. First, recent work demonstrates that layer type
(i.e., FC verus CNN versus RNN) impacts fault tolerance.
Second, weights and activations may have varying degrees of
fault tolerance [3], [16]. This work demonstrates other design
choices, such as bit representation, also impact fault tolerance.

To study the impact of datatype representation on fault
tolerance, we build on top of Ares, a high-level fault-injection
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Fig. 1. Sign-magnitude encoding results in models tolerating up to 10x higher
bit error rates (BERs) than two’s complement, nearly matching the effect of
oracle protection of the sign bit.

framework [3]. Fault models are user-configurable, and pro-
vided examples include Gaussian noise, uniformly random bit
flips, zeroing of values, and more. All types of faults, including
bit flips, can be performed on-GPU using tensor operations.

In order to study the implication of faults on DNNs, we
model the presence of faults by injecting them into repre-
sentations of quantized weights and activations. We model
weight faults as permanent flips in bits in the weight tensors.
In addition to weights, open source support for injections in
activations and hidden states (applicable for Recurrent NNs)
during model evaluation are added. All transformations may be
applied to any subset of model weights or activations, down
to particular bits of specified layers. In addition, injections
on weights, activations and gradients during training are now
supported. An interface to sweep hyperparameter values and
fault characteristics over many orders of magnitude is also
provided. A user can easily study a new model architecture by
extending the base model class, and existing PyTorch models
can be added in fewer than 20 lines of code.

III. DATA ENCODING IMPACTS FAULT TOLERANCE

How weights are represented in memory changes the im-
pact of certain bit flips, potentially affecting the model’s
vulnerability. In the standard two’s complement representation,
flipping the sign bit is equivalent to subtracting the largest
representable value for positive weights. DNN weights are

TABLE I
NEW ARES FAULT MODES AND EXPANDED CUSTOMIZABILITY

Feature Original Ares New Version
Framework Keras + PyTorch
Open-Source
Injection Modes

Weights + Activations, Gradi-
ents

Provided ImageNet
models

VGG16, ResNet50 + MobileNet, Incep-
tionV3

Data Encodings Fixed per-mode 2c, SM, Float
GPU Accelerated In-
jection

Activations + Weights, Gradients

clustered near zero, with fewer than 1 × 10−6 fraction of
weights in CiFar10-VGG12 larger than 1.5, so sign bit flips are
likely to have a large impact on the magnitude of the weight.

To determine the extent of this impact, Ares is used to
simulate oracle protection to the sign bit of weights, where
flips that would occur in the sign bit are silently suppressed.
Fault injections are performed on the weights of the six
baseline models used in [3] (MNIST FC, MNIST LeNet5,
ImageNet VGG16, ImageNet ResNet50, CiFar10 VGG12 and
TIDIGITS GRU), with the per-model quantization as detailed.

For each model, an instance is trained, then trials are
performed across 50 bit error rates in the range [10−9, 10−3].
For each trial, the test set error after fault injection is recorded.
At each BER, 20 trials are averaged to estimate the mean
model degradation at that fault rate. Taking the model test error
with no fault injections as the baseline, the maximum bit error
rate with less than a relative .5% increase in error is calculated.
Compared to standard two’s complement, oracle protection
of only the sign bit gives up to an order of magnitude
improvement in fault tolerance (Figure 1).

Unfortunately, completely protecting sign bit errors may
require architectural tradeoffs, such as storing the bits on a
different memory technology or with error correction, which
introduces overhead. We achieve the benefits of suppressing
sign errors without special protection by changing the bit
representation of the weights to sign-magnitude (SM).

In sign-magnitude encoding, flipping the sign bit transforms
x to −x while leaving the absolute value unchanged. If M is
the largest representable value, for x such that |x| ≤ M/2, a
sign bit error changes x by less in sign-magnitude represen-
tation than in two’s complement. For values close to 0, the
effect on weight magnitude of a sign bit error is much larger
in two’s complement than sign-magnitude.

For CiFar-VGG12, which has an approximately normal
distribution of weights with mean zero and standard deviation
less than .02, for over 99.9% of weights a sign bit flip in 2c
will have more than 10× greater impact on weight magnitude
than the equivalent flip in SM.

We use Ares to analyze the same set of model instances
using sign-magnitude representation. For CiFar10-VGG, Ima-
geNet ResNet50 and TiDigits GRU, sign-magnitude provides
equal resilience as oracle protection in terms of tolerable bit
error rate (Figure 1), achieving all of the benefit without
special protection of sign bits. For the MNIST FC and LeNet
and ImageNet VGG16 DNNs, the maximum sign-magnitude
BER is within 20% of that achieved with oracle protection.

Thus, SM representation could allow sign bits to be stored
on the same memory as other data, while obtaining the
benefit of ”protecting” them from error. Despite the design and
implementation costs, moving to a sign-magnitude encoding
for weights could result in 10x higher acceptable bit error rate
while using the same number of bits per weight value.
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Fig. 2. Mean and min/max (indicated by shaded region) classification error
across 20 instances of VGG12 trained on CiFar10 for varying BERs and
different data encodings (two’s complement, 2c, and sign-magnitude, SM).
SM has slower degradation and lower variance, visible as a smoother curve.

IV. FAULT TOLERANCE VARIES ACROSS IDENTICALLY
TRAINED MODELS

Implicit in experiments that examine the fault tolerance of a
single instance of a model [3], [13], [16] is the assumption that
identically trained instances have equivalent fault tolerance.
However, this assumption does not necessarily hold. Even after
isolating a specific dataset, model architecture, and training
hyperparameters, we find a wide distribution of fault tolerance
across training runs. Furthermore, changes to bit representation
can affect the variability of fault tolerance, in addition to the
absolute level.

As with variance of hardware characteristics between de-
vices, variance in the fault tolerance of models on a fixed
device may result in a requirement to design for the worst
case. Thus, studying the variability in fault tolerance has
implications for provisioning hardware if a specific model
architecture is continually re-trained and re-deployed [17].

We examine the variation of fault tolerance across training
runs of a VGG12 model on the CiFar10 dataset. Each model
instance is trained to convergence with identical hyperparam-
eters (e.g., learning rate = 0.1, L2 = 5 ∗ 10−4). We study the
fault rates at different thresholds of accuracy degradation. For
each, uniformly random bit flips are injected across all weight
values, with 50 trials per BER per model instance.

We perform two sets of comparisons. For the first, we take
each model instance’s accuracy on the test set with no fault
injections as that instance’s baseline error. Considering sign-
magnitude and two’s complement encoding, we calculate the
highest BER at which each instance stays below .5%, 1%,
5% and 10% relative increase in classification error from its
baseline error. We refer to this value as relative error, and it is
the metric used in [3]. However, comparing instances to their
own baseline implicitly sets a higher standard for instances
with lower test error. To address this, we fix a common
reference point per model by taking the maximum baseline
error over all instances, and calculating the corresponding .5%,
1%, 5% and 10% accuracy loss thresholds. For each instance,

Instance   Base Error
1     6.84%
2     7.42%
3     8.23%
...
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Fig. 3. The process of computing variance in fault tolerance for models with
sign-magnitude (SM) weight encoding. With both per-instance and global
baselines, BERs required to achieve a certain accuracy exhibit less variance
at higher error tolerances (expressed as a percentage of base error).

we then compute the highest BER where the model stays under
each threshold and denote this absolute error.

A. Results: Relative Variation in Fault Tolerance

Even comparing instances relative to their baseline error,
there is nontrivial variation in fault tolerance. For two’s
complement, identically trained instances vary in 0.5% and
1% thresholds by up to 4x and in 5% by up to 4.5x. For sign-
magnitude encoding, BER at the 0.5% threshold varies by
up to 2.6x. For a CiFar-VGG instance retrained with identical
hyperparameters, assuming equal fault tolerance results in over
5% increase in missclassified images across the test set.

Model instances initially degrade smoothly below a BER
of approximately 2 · 10−6 for SM and 2 · 10−7 for 2c, then
rapidly decay (Figure 2). The 10% threshold corresponds to
the knee of the curve at which this rapid decay accelerates,
and we observe that the different instances tend to hit this
level of accuracy degradation at similar BERs. We quantify
this with the geometric standard deviation of the thresholds,
as BERs vary multiplicatively, not additively. The geometric
standard deviation of relative error falls at higher thresholds,
implying versions converge in performance as BER reaches
the knee. However, convergence does not occur until possibly
unacceptable degradation in accuracy (Figure 3).

B. Results: Absolute Variation in Fault Tolerance

Baseline model classification error varies from 7.5% to
8.6% among CiFar-VGG instances, and we choose the lowest
accuracy as an absolute baseline. Examining the accuracy
degradation of all model instances compared to the highest
observed test error, there is up to 16x variance in 0.5%
error threshold. This is because instances with higher baseline
accuracy have a larger margin before reaching the threshold.

But despite up to 16x variance in 0.5% threshold, error
converges at higher thresholds, with all model instances expe-
riencing 10% degradation thresholds within 1.5x of the same
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Fig. 4. Geometric standard deviation of relative error thresholds with two’s-
complement (2c) and sign-magnitude (SM) weight encoding. SM encodings
have extremely low variance at higher thresholds.

BER (Figure 3). This strengthens the previous convergence
result, as in both the relative and absolute cases the knee of
the curve is close across all model instances.

These results suggest that the acceptable BER to minimize
impact on classification accuracy differs even among identi-
cally trained instances. A given model can be associated with a
specific BER above which the model accuracy is unacceptable
across all instances, but architects working at lower error
tolerances must consider per-instance variation.

C. Results: Data Encoding Affects Variance

Comparing the variance of percent degradation thresholds
between sign-magnitude (SM) and two’s complement (2c)
reveals a substantial difference. The standard deviation of
relative 0.5% percent error thresholds is similar between SM
and 2c, but falls sharply for SM at higher error degradation
thresholds (Figure 4). At the 10% threshold, SM variance is
over 6x lower, and the knee location is almost completely
invariant among model instances at a BER of 10−5.

For all instances, weight values are concentrated around 0,
with a mean of −.0044 and a standard deviation of at most
.013. Fewer than one weight value in ten thousand exceeds the
M/2 threshold where 2c faults are less damaging. Therefore
sign-magnitude sign bit flips are less likely to catastrophically
damage a layer, and moving to SM representation effectively
mitigates model instance variance due to sign bit vulnerability.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We find that moving from standard two’s complement to
sign-magnitude bit encoding for weights can create up to
an order of magnitude increase in fault tolerance. For many
models, sign magnitude representation performs as well as
oracle protection of the sign bit, potentially enabling storing
sign bits with data rather than specially protecting them.
Additionally, identically trained instances of a model can have
substantial differences in fault tolerance, so fault tolerance
may need to be retested after each retraining run, even with
all hyperparameters unchanged. However, the bit error rate
at which accuracy degradation significantly accelerates is
consistent across instances.

The sign-magnitude encoding has lower error variation
among instances at all thresholds. For situations where mod-
els must adapt on device, or where multiple training runs
sweeping fault tolerance are cost-prohibitive, sign-magnitude
encoding allows tighter control on the worst case error at a
given bit error rate, in addition to lower mean error.

These experiments were enabled by our updates to the
Ares1 framework. Ares enables further characterization of the
tradeoffs between faults and DNN performance with a flexible
interface for defining fault models and varying design choices.
The open source tool has expanded model support, ability to
perform all injections on GPU, and support for injecting faults
in activations and during training.
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